Abstract: Debates about the relationship of anthropology to the U.S. national security establishment are not new, and anthropologists are now forced to confront the issue again. Since the 11 September attacks, the U.S. military has stepped up efforts to recruit anthropologists to fight the so-called "war on terror," and a group of self-identified "security anthropologists" have organized for more recognition and legitimation within the American Anthropological Association.
We must find ways of educating ourselves especially in Iraq. Some anthropologists have responded favorably to the call, and a group of in the realities of power.-Eric Wolf self-identified "security anthropologists," who Anthropology has a long, and not entirely wellwork for military and intelligence agencies, have understood, relationship to the national secuorganized to press for more legitimacy within rity establishment that has erupted periodically the AAA. The Association is now revisiting an into controversy.
1 As early as World War I, old debate about the appropriate relationship Franz Boas charged four anthropologists with between anthropologists and the national secu-"prostituting science" because they used fieldrity establishment, and it has created a commiswork as a cover for spying in Central America sion to establish guidelines (Goodman 2006; (Boas 1919) and during the Vietnam War era, Nuti 2006) . What, we might ask, is new about the participation of anthropologists in counterthe current controversy, and what are the issues insurgency activities generated intense controat stake for anthropologists and the peoples versy within the American Anthropological who they study? Association (AAA). Since the attacks of 11 SepWhen anthropologists last locked horns on tember 2001, U.S. anthropology is again being this issue, the United States was mired in an drawn into war, as the military solicits anthrounwinnable counter-insurgency war in Vietnam, and a powerful antiwar movement, pologists to fight the so-called "war on terror," spurred by the draft, mobilized hundreds of aftermath of 9/11 has provided the Bush administration with a private alternative to a draft, thousands of people to oppose U.S. policies in Southeast Asia. The campuses were in turmoil; which includes the recruitment of mercenaries from around the world. the names of scholarship recipients, who may remain anonymous in the classrooms where unpopular counterinsurgency war that has rapidly surpassed its capacity to either control or they study, and they create a kind of debt peonage by requiring students to work for an intelliwin, and the national security establishment is again actively recruiting social scientists. Yet, gence agency after completion of their studies (Gusterson and Price 2005) . many anthropologists know very little about the earlier controversy, and much has changed Clearly, we are living in a reactionary political moment in which the institutional and organisince the early 1970s. The campuses are quiet for the most part. An independent Left has zational forms needed to challenge U.S. militarization have weakened. Now a new group of declined since the end of the Vietnam War, and many of the civil rights victories won in the security anthropologists seek greater legitimation in the AAA for their work in a variety mid-twentieth century are being rolled back. The antiwar movement is spiritless, and torture of military and intelligence organizations (e.g., Selmeski 2007) . Their numbers have grown in has become quasi-legal in the armed forces. After some massive demonstrations on the eve recent years for several reasons. Job growth within universities has not kept pace with the of the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq, active resistance to the occupation of Iraq has declined, creation of often better-paid positions outside the academy, and the security forces advertise despite opposition by a majority of U.S. citizens, and the Democratic Party, which won a need for "cultural knowledge," as they enlist social scientists in the struggle to gain control control of Congress on a wave of antiwar sentiment in the 2006 elections, has refused to cut over the insurgency in Iraq. Moreover, the AAA has made more room for academic and nonacafunding for the war. There is no longer a draft. The army is a "volunteer" force, and even demic anthropologists doing proprietary or confidential research, after the revision, in 1998, though the Pentagon has difficulties staffing an occupation with volunteers, the enormous of its ethics code and the removal of the condemnation of secret research. By so doing, they ignore the processes of power war effort and assist the military in developing that gave rise to contemporary ensembles of more effective counterinsurgency strategies beliefs, practices, and relationships and the con-(e.g., Kilkullen 2006; McFate 2005) . These annections among them. Yet, worse than the suthropologists contribute to U.S. counterinsurperficial-even trite-grasp of the culture gency tactics without any critical consideration concept is the presumption that, armed with of the appropriateness or the legality of the U.S. little more than arguments about culture, espeoccupation of Iraq, nor do they evaluate the cially "Arab culture" or "Iraqi culture," they claims of the insurgents (González 2007) . Othcan change national security policy from within ers are more circumspect. They argue that anthe national security establishment itself. This thropology has much to contribute to the constitutes a misunderstanding of how power national security establishment, and they worry operates in the most secretive, hierarchical inthat if anthropologists do not work with milistitutions in the world, a realm in which they tary organizations, contractors, and think-tanks claim considerable expertise. to contribute "nuance and balance to the craftIt is extremely doubtful that national security ing of national security policy" (McNamara agencies would listen to, much less retain, an 2006: 13), policy makers with less cultural sensianthropologist who is highly critical of their tivity and expertise will do so (McNamara 2006;  policies; indeed, the forced retirement of GenSelmeski 2007; Simons 1999). Such arguments demonstrate considerable naïveté about power.
eral Antonio Taguba for his critical report of the Abu Ghraib scandal demonstrates that even Security anthropologists move away from a long anthropological tradition of siding with highly placed critics are not immune to reprisal (Hersh 2007) . Most state agencies-not just the the underdog, as they place anthropology at the service of the national security state. Although military-and private contractors hear what they want to hear, and the kinds of behavior, anthropology emerged from the colonial project and contributed at times to it, researchers beliefs, and policies that are possible, impossible, and unimaginable within them are shaped have tried to make their work useful to the subaltern since at least the time of Boas. They by highly unequal relationships of power that link agencies and their personnel to thinkhave also made efforts to advocate for them, even as they grapple with the divisions and tanks, political coalitions, and financial constituencies elsewhere. Disrupting or reshaping forms of inequality that structure relations among subalterns and between them and dominational security institutions requires the construction of alliances and coalitions to bring nant groups. In addition, following the urging of Laura Nader to "study up" (Nader 1972) , political pressure to bear on them, but there is unfortunately little discussion among the secuanthropologists have placed corporations, development agencies, financial firms, and even rity anthropologists of the tactics necessary to build this kind of opposition. Without some national security institutions under scrutiny. They have done so not only to ask better quessense of how these agencies can be dismantled or substantially transformed, what is left is an tions about how society works; they have studied the powerful to understand inequality and ill-conceived, heroic individualism that lacks an appreciation of realpolitik at precisely a time how relationships of inequality create "haves" and "have-nots" and continually reproduce when observers on both the Left and Right acknowledge that the United States possesses poverty, marginalization, discrimination, and human rights abuses. Indeed, research into an empire, and the seamy side of that empire is increasingly revealed.
highly unequal relationships of inequality has given rise to questions about the limits of in-U.S. military and intelligence organizations have expanded the power and wealth of the formed consent. How, asks Bourgois, do anthropologists reconcile rapport building and United States over at least the last half century by killing, manipulating, and impoverishing the participant observation among the powerful with informed consent, if they hope to docupeoples who anthropologists traditionally study; indeed, the raison d'etre of a militaryment how corporations, state security forces, landlords, and so on, exploit and abuse people and being a soldier-is to kill. Yet, the profoundly political work of security anthro- (Bourgois 1990) ? It is thus with a view "from the bottom up" that anthropologists have pologists is obscured by the assumption that national security is reducible to a series of techplaced the beliefs and practices of the powerful under analytic scrutiny. nical problems that a well-intentioned, expert anthropologist can address with a more nuSecurity anthropologists suggest that they are uniquely situated to offer insights into the anced understanding of culture. 3 The anodyne designation security anthropologist conveys litworkings of national security institutions. Yet, the question that immediately arises is for tle of the fear and revulsion with which people in many war-torn areas of the world view civilwhom are they willing to provide these insights? Is it now ethical to study the powerful in order ians who hand over unauthorized information to the security forces. In Colombia, for example, to increase their power and with no consideration of the consequences for the subaltern? such individuals are regarded as informers and unsparingly labeled sapos (frogs), soplones Nader cautioned anthropologists that "we cannot, as responsible scientists, educate 'manag-(stool pigeons), and orejas (ears). Anthropologists as informers place at risk both the people ers' without at the same time educating those being managed" (Nader 1972: 294) , but it is they study and their professional colleagues. extremely doubtful that the security anthropoltary detention centers, such as Guantánamo, ogists would brief Iraqis, Afghanis, Colombians, and it refuses to follow the lead of the American New Orleans residents, undocumented immiMedical Association and the American Psychigrants, and others about how U.S. state security atric Association, which passed resolutions that forces operate. To do so would place their jobs prohibit members from participating in interat risk and expose those with secret security rogations. The Pentagon is now reportedly usclearances to possible criminal prosecution. It ing psychologists instead of psychiatrists in its is therefore important to distinguish between interrogations, and some APA members, who "studying up" from a position in which the are upset with their association's position, are researcher can negotiate an autonomous relawithholding dues.
7 tionship with the research subject and circulate Psychologists, like anthropologists, are research results freely, and "being up" 4 in a obliged to do no harm, and the CIA argues that position where critical analysis can affect one's psychologists help to make interrogations safer livelihood and bad ideas are protected by secret and more effective. Yet, Leonard Rubenstein, security classifications. 5 the Executive Director of Physicians for Human Perhaps because anthropologists-unlike Rights, says that the CIA's argument is contraeconomists and political scientists-have long dictory because the participation of psycholobeen marginalized from the halls of power, the gists "tends to ratchet up the harshness of security anthropologists find comfort in the interrogations [and] leads directly to torture conceit that the military's widely asserted interbecause it . . . validates the worst interrogation est in" "culture" signals the arrival of anthrotechniques". 8 Anthropologists should ask how pology to the inner sanctum of empire and a they, too, might aggravate the human rights new recognition for people like themselves. Yet, abuses of the national security state by lending the national security establishment is less enamit a veneer of professional respectability. They ored with anthropology or culture per se than would do well to consider the example set by in developing new ways to control people. The Syracuse University geography professor Don embrace of "culture" has nothing to do with Mitchell, when he was asked to give "practical expanding knowledge and understanding of the advice" to the students in a national security world's peoples; culture is viewed in the odorstudies program run by the university and supous language of the military as a "force multiported with a grant from the U.S. Department plier," that is, a means to enhance combat of Defense. Mitchell assured them that he did effectiveness by exploiting and manipulating not doubt their good intentions but insisted others. National security bureaucrats have little that he and thousands of other people like him interest in critical analysis and open discussion, actively resisted the construction of the Amerias they engage in a desperate, hyper-applied can Empire and disapproved of the collusion form of problem solving that generates "prodof national security bureaucrats like themselves ucts" and deployable "tools."
6 Such reductionist with it. His practical advice to the students was research is in keeping with the kind of behav-"Remember who we are" (Mitchell 2005 ). ioral social science that flourished during the Anthropology can also serve as an example Cold War and generated investigations that disof principled opposition to empire; indeed, played a contempt for complexity, ambiguity, there is much in the canon that already does, and anything that could not be quantified and but anthropologists need to re-educate themmeasured (Robin 2001) .
selves about the realities of power. Marx obAnthropologists are not the only social scienserved that important historical events have a tists fighting the war on terror. The American way of repeating themselves: first as tragedy, Psychological Association (APA), for example, then as farce. Likewise, waging an old debate is involved in a divisive fight over the participation of psychologists in interrogations at miliabout our relationship to the national security 
